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Zummo

The future is now

the future
is now
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Zummo

The future is now

At Zummo, we strive to be an innovation
benchmark; by setting trends rather
than following them, by keeping ahead
of consumers’ needs rather than waiting
for them to tell us what they need.
Because, for Zummo, the future is now.
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Zummo

It’s time to feel good

Society works and consumes differently. The
happiest and most productive workplaces are
not just responding to this change, but they are
also leading it. Do you want to be one of them?

IT’S TIME TO
FEEL GOOD
This is your moment.
Disconnect, have a Zummo and feel good.
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Zummo

It’s time to feel good

The food that we find at work,
apart from reflecting food
trends, must help to create
an excellent experience that
will squeeze all the potential
from the workers. This is a
holistic approach: it does not
just foster the performance of
people, but it also strengthens
the company’s reputation,
positioning it as it a favourite
firm where people want to work.

The workers are aware of how
important it is to look after
themselves, health-wise, and
they want to have access to
nutritional food that will help
them to maintain a healthy
diet and feel well. With Zummo,
the workers’ access to healthy
food is simplified. With Zummo,
companies can make a real
difference in the health and wellbeing of their workers.

Zummo

Healthy life

HEALTHY
LIFE

A freshly-squeezed fruit juice satisfies the expectations of healthy consumers. And with Zummo, they also obtain:
·User Experience: customers play a key role. They activate the
juice extraction and witness the whole process.
·Variety: juice from different types of fruit, alone or combined.
·Inmediacy: instant and ready-to-drink juice.
·Grab & Go: takeaway juice. The customer squeezes it and
drinks it anywhere and anytime.
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Zummo

The Healthy food concept has evolved.
What was, a few years ago, limited to lowcalorie and low-fat food, has now spread to
healthy and sustainable food, focusing on
consumers’ well-being and protecting
the environment.

Healthy life

Zummo

Mass Green

Zummo

Mass Green

“Consumers want to eat more healthfully,
but they can’t do it alone”
(Andrew Mandiz, strategic director of Nielsen)

What industry offers.
Characteristics desired by consumers.
No artificial ingredients.

MASS
GREEN
The Mass Green movement is based
on a new consumption method. It is a
change brought about by consumers
themselves, in their search for both
their physical and emotional well-being.
This change influences the whole
food value chain, giving way to new
consumption methods, and the market
needs to adapt to this new paradigm.
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9.8%
62%

Natural

8.8%
61%

* Data obtained from global studies by Datamonitor 2017 and Nielsen Global Health and Ingredients Survey 2017

Zummo

EVS Advanced

Zummo

EVS Advanced

®

®

EVS
ADVANCED

Purer and more natural juice
The oils that are naturally present in the peel of the
fruit never enter into contact with the juice or with
the parts that make up the juice extraction kit.
Maximum efficiency
It prevents jamming caused by peel, and it minimises
splashes and pulp remains that might be generated,
further facilitating the cleaning process.

The heart of our extraction system
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Efficient Vertical System is what helps to set us apart.
EVS® is a system created and developed by Zummo, which,
based on manual juice extraction systems, makes the juice
obtained be more natural and with the purest possible
flavour, permitting maximum efficiency and profitability.
How does it do this?

The fruit drops from the
basket to the cup.

The cups rotate 90º
around their own axis, and
the fruit is cut vertically.
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Each cup houses one half
of the fruit and continues to
rotate up to 180º.

The cut fruit is pressed
vertically against the balls
and the juice is obtained,
which goes directly to
the receptacle.
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Zummo

Yield

yield
With EVS® we maximise the yield of Zummo juicers. Whatever the citrus fruit used.
Whatever the calibre.
Maximising the yield of your juicer was never so easy or quick. Just select the juice extraction kit
that adapts best to the calibre of the fruit you are going to squeeze.
It is very easy. Our kits cover a wide juice extraction range, from Ø 40 to 100 mm, or in other
words, from limes to large grapefruit. Because our juice extraction kits have been developed to
squeeze any type of citrus fruit, and also pomegranates.

M

Model

Ø mm

S

L

40-60

45-60

53-76

55-75

64-88

Z1

—

—

—

Standard

—

Z06

—

Optional

—

Standard

Z14

—

—

—

Z40

Optional

—

Standard

XL

70-90

77-100

Optional

—

—

—

—

Standard

—

Standard

—

—

Standard

—

—

Optional

—

—

Optional

65-90

 A tip…
How to identify the right Juice Extraction Kit
to maximise the yield of your Zummo.
If the diameter of the fruit is compatible with two
Juice Extraction Kits, we advise you to choose
the smallest of the two.
For example, to extract juice from Ø 74 mm
oranges with Z14 Nature, we could use either kit
L or kit M. In this case, it would be advisable to do
it with kit M.
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Zummo

Colour Kits

new colour
kits
Easier to identify!

S

M

L

XL

Our juice extraction kits come in different
colours: grey, orange, maroon and pink.
Each colour corresponds to a kit size, so they
are easily identifiable.

Kit S: limes, tangerines and small oranges.
Kit M: oranges and lemons.
Kit L: large oranges, grapefruit, and pomegranates*
Kit XL: extra large oranges, grapefruit and large
pomegranates*
*Suggested fruit. Using one kit or another will depend on the calibre of the fruit to be squeezed.
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Zummo

Colour kits

Zummo

Colour kits

Do not forget that...
— Every juicer model has its own specific kits.
— Although the different machine kits are the same colour, they do not necessarily
share the same juice extraction range, so, a priori, they are not exchangeable
between different machine models.
— The colours of the juice extraction kits are independent of the colours of the
machine containers.
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Zummo

Automatic filter

Zummo

Easy Clean

Cleaning and hygiene in 4 steps*:

easy
clean

•

Dismount the juicer parts.

•

Wash them by hand, with neutral soap,
or in dishwasher (except for the front
cover).

•

Disinfect the parts with a product that
is suitable for food use.

•

Mount the parts on the juicer.

automatic
filter
One of the major constant features of Zummo
is facilitating the usability of our juicers as
much as possible. With this objective in mind,
we developed the Auto Cleaning System, an
automatic cleaning filter system, included as
standard in models Z06, Z14 and Z40 of the
Nature range.
How does it work?
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The Auto Cleaning System improves the
juicer’s yield with the automatic filter. It has a
polyurethane band that enters into motion when
the juicer is activated, sweeping away the seeds
and pulp resulting from the juice extraction, and
depositing them in the peel containers.

How does the Auto Cleaning System improve
your Zummo experience?
— Greater autonomy. You can spend more time
on other tasks, as you will not have to worry about
cleaning the filter of your juicer; not until the end
of the day.
— More satisfied customers. The path of the
squeezed juice until it reaches the glass is shortened, as there are no pulp remains to impede it. So,
the juice reaches the glass with the most natural
and purest flavour possible.
— Greater yield. The automatic filter is always
clean, with no accumulated pulp, so not one single
drop is wasted when the juice passes through it.

We want you to
spend your time on
important things.

*Consult the user manual to follow the details of the cleaning and sanitation process.

The easy-clean feature of
the juicers is essential to
minimise the time spent on
maintenance. Preventing the
generation of waste during
the juice extraction process
is just as important as having
an easy, fast and intuitive
cleaning process. At Zummo,
we know this, so all our juicers
are Easy Clean.
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Zummo

Adapt tap tray

Push

Other Adapt Tray benefits:
— Easy-to-clean. The Adapt tray comprises just two pieces that
are very easy to dismount and clean, even in the dishwasher.
— Hygiene. The largest flow rate of the tap helps to fill bottles in
less time, avoiding jamming; and its interior design prevents the
juice from depositing on the base.
— Image. The Adapt tray is totally integrated with the Z40
Nature design, providing the product with an elegance and
quality bonus.

adapt
tap tray

For Z40 Nature

The Adapt tap tray, developed by Zummo and standard in all the Z40 Nature
models, provides the machine with a series of advantages that convert it into a
reference in the sector. The operator can choose the juicer operating model by just
turning a knob: Fixed mode (programming the number of pieces of fruit to juice) or
Self Service mode (the juice extraction is activated when the machine is turned on).

20

Two positions*

*Self service mode
and continous mode.
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Ramón Navarrete
Valencia (Spain)

Zummo

Ramón Navarrete

«When we started out on this adventure, almost 30
years ago now, I could never have imagined getting
as far as we have today, distributing energy to so
many people.
Ever since I was a kid, I have lived surrounded by
orange groves. I suppose that, without realising it,
they started to become part of my life; so much so,
that they became an essential part of it, my passion,
encouraging me to put all my energy into trying to
obtain maximum purity from the fruit.
I decided, together with Rafa, my son-in-law, to set
up a modest workshop in a small garage. There we
would construct the first machine prototype that
would manage to squeeze oranges, obtaining a
perfect juice.
Today, after all these years, and seeing how we have
evolved since we started in that garage, I feel very
proud. Proud of feeling how that ambition has given
its fruit, and how, today, we have a promising future
ahead, and that we haven’t lost any of that passion
we began with».
Founder of Zummo
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Zummo

Why is Zummo different?

why is
zummo
different?
All our efforts are aimed at offering excellent
juicers, which obtain the best juice in the easiest
and most cost-effective way.
Learn how we achieve this.


Flavour and purity



We are not just talking about orange juice.
With Zummo, squeezing juice from pomegranates, grapefruit, limes or mandarins is just
as easy*

Our vertical juicing system, EVS® is the essence
of our juicers, and it is what sets them apart.
The juice never enters into contact with the peel
and the path to the disposable cup is minimal,
guaranteeing maximum purity and the most
natural flavour.



Yield
Our juice extraction kits cover the widest juice
extraction range of the market. They are compatible with 40 to 100 mm diameter fruit. This,
together with the EVS® technology, maximises
the juice extraction yield, whatever the citrus fruit
and whatever the size.

Adaptability



Easy clean
Minimise the generation of waste during
the juice extraction process, making the
cleaning process easy, fast and intuitive.
Reduce the time spent on servicing
your juicer.

*Consult compatibilities per model
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Zummo

Food Service

FOOD
SERVICE
Restaurants, bars, cafeterias, hotels, shops… the Zummo Food
Service line has been designed to provide service in any type of
establishment. Depending on the characteristics, Zummo offers each
business the perfect juicer to cover their needs and get maximum
return on their investment.
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Food Service

Z1 Nature

Food Service

THE PERFECT OPTION
FOR SMALLER SPACES

z1 nATURE
6,5

Fruit per minute
EASY CLEAN

1kg

Feeder

9l

Container capacity

BPA SAFE

Available colours

Consumption

Type of fruit

Available kits
M

L

Voltage

230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz. 110V - 60 Hz.

Motor

Single phase 0,16 CV

Energy consumption

165 W - 1.8 W on standby

Standby system

Yes

Weight

29,5 kg

Automatic Feeder

1 kg

Fruit per minute

6,5

Bin capacity

9l

Diameter of fruit

55-75 mm. Opt: 65-90 mm

Dimensions

678 (h) x 340 (w) x 387 (d) mm

Safety

Blocking sensors

Programmer

Yes

*Basket not included

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Z1 Nature

Food Service

Z1 Nature

Food Service

Z1 Nature

The Z1 Nature juicer is Zummo’s most compact
model, and it is recommended for premises with
limited space. It has been designed to become
the most effective and profitable solution for
businesses with a juice consumption of less than
30 glasses per day.
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Food Service

Z06 Nature

Food Service

VERSATILITY IN ITS
PUREST STATE

z06 nATURE
inox
10

Fruits per minute

1,5 kg

Feeder

22 l

Container capacity

EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM

EASY CLEAN

AUTOMATIC FILTER

Available colours
¹
BPA SAFE

¹ Stainless steel containers or chutes

Consumption

Type of fruits

Available kits
S

M

L
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230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz, 110 V - 60 Hz.

Motor

Single phase 0,33 CV

Energy consumption

275 W

Weight

52,5 kg

Automatic feeder

1,5 kg

Fruits per minute

10

Bin capacity

22 l (2 x11)

Diameter of fruit

55-75 mm /70-90 mm. Opt: 45-60 mm

Dimensions

811 (h) x 500 (w) x 431 (d) mm

Safety

Blocking sensors

Programmer

Yes

Basket capacity

6 kg

Filter

Automatic

*Version with colored polypropylene containers

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Voltage

Z06 Nature

Food Service

Z06 Nature

Food Service

Z06 Nature

The Z06 Nature model is Zummo’s most
versatile juicer. It extracts juice from all types of
citrus fruit as well as pomegranates. The perfect
option for those who seek great flexibility in
their offer.
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Food Service

Z14 Nature

Food Service

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

z14 nATURE
self service inox
16

Fruits per minute

9 kg

Basket capacity

18 l

Container capacity

EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM

EASY CLEAN

AUTOMATIC FILTER

Available colours
¹
BPA SAFE

¹ Stainless steel containers or chutes

Consumption

Type of fruits

Availabre kits
M

L
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230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz. 110 V - 60 Hz.

Motor

Single phase 0,33 CV

Energy consumption

275 W

Weight

58,5 kg

Fruits per minute

16

Bin capacity

18 l (2 x 9)

Diameter of fruit

55-75 mm / 70-90 mm.

Dimensions

867 (h) x 478 (w) x 488 (d) mm

Safety

Blocking sensors

Programmer

Yes

Basket capacity

9 kg

Filter

Automatic

¹Only compatible with stainless steel containers or chutes with elevation kit

¹Self Service

*16 kg
*Optional

*Version with colored polypropylene containerss

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Voltage

Z14 Nature

Food Service

Z14 Nature

Food Service

Z14 Nature

Z14 Nature is the most highly recommended
option for businesses with high juice
consumption. The capacity of its baskets and
of its peel containers provide it with great
autonomy, a key factor for buffets, restaurants
and the retail sector.
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Food Service

Pomegranates

Food Service

Pomegranates

Pomegranate juice is a trend that is here to
stay. Thanks to the healthy properties of this
super-food and its characteristic flavour, it has
become a highly demanded option by consumers,
and therefore, available in more and more
establishments. Have your tried combining it with
orange, grapefruit or lime juice?
*Recommended models: Z06 Nature, Z14
Nature and Z40 Nature, in all versions. Vending ZV10 Nature and ZV25 Nature.
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Food Service

Z14 Nature

Now, Z14 Nature
also squeezes
pomegranates.

42

Food Service

Z14 Nature

Z14 Nature has evolved. Zummo presents this
updated version which includes a series of technical
adjustments, made to be able to juice pomegranates
more efficiently, without interruption, without
incidents, and with maximum yield.
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Food Service

Z40 Nature

Food Service

SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
COMBINED

z40 nATURE
40

Fruits per minute

20 kg

Basket capacity

30 l

Container capacity

Z40 Nature

EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM

EASY CLEAN

SELF SERVICE ADAPT

AUTOMATIC FILTER

BPA SAFE

Stainless steel containers or chutes

Consumption

Type of fruits

Available kits
S

M

L

XL

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Voltage

230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz, 110V - 60 Hz

Motor

Single phase 0,5 CV

Energy consumption

360 W — 2,4 W on Standby

Weight

81,5 kg

Fruits per minute

40

Bin capacity

30 l (2 x 15 l)

Diameter of fruit

53-76 mm. Opt: 40-60mm / 64-88 mm / 77-100 mm

Dimensions

980 (h) x 595 (w) x 550 (d) mm

Safety

Blocking sensors

Programmer

Yes

Basket capacity

20 kg

Filter

Automatic

Self Service

Yes

Adapt
Tray
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Food Service

Z40 Nature

Food Service

Z40 Nature

Model Z40 Nature is the perfect juicer to attend
to the needs of mass catering and superstores.
Its capacity to extract large amounts of juice in
a short period of time - up to 40 pcs. of fruit per
minute– permits satisfying the typical demand
peaks of this type of establishment.
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Zummo

They place their trust in Zummo

Meena Ram
New Delhi (India)

«Over the last few years, we have
carried out different actions to
maximise our workers’ well-being. One
of the most-liked proposals has been
the installation of a Z14 Contactless
juicer in our Coffee Service, as well as
a Z10 vending machine in the lobby.
This measure has been welcomed by
all colleagues. Moreover, we contribute
to fostering a healthier lifestyle, which
is one of the main pillars of our Social
Corporate Responsibility policy:
disseminating good practices that focus
on promoting employees’ health
and well-being».
Chief Human Capital Officer
Multinational technology company
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Food Service

Z22 Juice Extractor

z22

High productivity and yield centrifugal
juicer for fruits and vegetables with
attached pulp tank. It is the ideal option
to offer the best combinations.

Juice Extractor

800 W

Power

3000

RPM

9l

Container capacity

EASY CLEAN

HIGH SPEED

NOISELESS

· Fast and easy cleaning, in 5 minutes
· Magnetic disc and filter attachment
· Up to 2 litres per minute
· Encapsulated motor
· Silent. Its rubber base absorbs vibration
· Ø 75 mm feed space
· Aluminium body and stainless-steel bowl

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Voltage

220 V - 50 Hz

Power

800 W

Consumption

275 W

Rpm

3000 Rpm

Weight

18,5 kg

Bin capacity

9l

Dimensions

290 (h) x 438 (w) x 512 (d) mm
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Tangerines,
limes

Oranges,
lemons

Pomegranates

Grapefruit

Z1









Z06









Z14









Z40









Grapefruits
Lemons
Pomegranates

The perfect breakfast, tea or snack are
much more than the classical orange
juice. Zummo opens up new possibilities
for increasingly demanding consumers
who are hungry for new experiences: in
addition to orange juice, add grapefruit,
tangerine, lime, lemon or pomegranate.
Alone or combined. With Zummo, any
option is possible.

We are not just talking about orange juice

Oranges

WE ARE NOT JUST
TALKING ABOUT
ORANGE JUICE.

Food Service

Limes

We are not just talking about orange juice

Tangerines

Food Service
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Zummo

Contactless Juicing

Zummo

CONTACTLESS
JUICING

Contactless Juicing

Zummo launches its
juicer line with builtin cashless payment
systems, to enjoy a
freshly-squeezed juice
anywhere and anytime.

Flexibility is a priority today. People eat when
they need to, with no preset times or places,
and they move around according to their own
preferences: first thing they go out for a run,
they have breakfast on their way to work, they
have a coffee mid-morning, and a snack midafternoon; but people no longer want processed
and nutrient-poor products, people want
healthy options.

Payment methods:
•

Prepayment/loyalty cards

•

Credit/debit cards

•

Mobile apps/payment
gateways*

The Z14 Nature Contactless model is the
best choice. This Z14 Nature version has a
payment system that activates the machine,
squeezing the juice right then. And the user
witnesses the entire process! That is why it is
the ideal option for your offices, OCS, coworking
spaces, grocerants, convenience stores or hotel
lobbies.

*Some of the payment gateways supported:
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Philippe Dubois
Brussels (Belgium)

Zummo

They place their trust in Zummo

«Our company is engaged in marketing organic fruit
and vegetables for the Food Service sector. There is
increasingly more awareness about caring for one’s
own health and the planet’s health, so we give our
customers top quality bio and km0 products. I must
acknowledge that including Zummo juicers in our
offer was not something that we had considered at
the start of this project. The need arose from our
customers. They wanted to offer a juice that would
maintain all the properties, as well as the flavour
of organic products – that was when we started
to investigate. We had heard about the Zummo
juicers and their EVS® and we didn’t think twice. Our
main business model is leaving the machine at our
customer’s facilities, in deposit, and become their
fruit suppliers. We also collect the peel from the
squeezed fruit for composting. A win-win situation
with which we are more than satisfied, as are our
customers!».
Founder of an organic crop startup
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Innovation
Innovation is part of our DNA. In 1992, our
starting point was the development of EVS®,
a unique system which has made us the
company we are today.
Now, at Zummo, our efforts are still aimed
at innovating, identifying resources that
will enable us to provide society with better
products, increasing competitiveness, and
committing to a business model based on
identifying, developing and implementing
new ways of doing things.

What do
people want?

INNOVATION
What are the
technological
capacities?

What is feasible on
the market?

The most outstanding
innovation milestones
of Zummo are:
— EVS
— Pomegranate juice
— Vending
— Adapt tray
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Zummo

Juice Corner

Juice
corner

Zummo

Juice Corner

But, what do workers really need?

«73% of the workers consider that their
organisation must provide healthy food at
work».

The OCS (Office Coffee Service) concept has
become an essential asset in any company
or workplace. Different studies ratify what is
already a reality: a quality coffee area is greatly
welcomed by workers; it makes them feel more
highly considered, attracting new talents,
retaining personnel, and ultimately, improving
productivity.

60
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Zummo

Juice Corner

Zummo

a segment
with high
potential

Juice Corner

There are more than 317,000,000 companies in the world.
There are more than 25,000,000 companies in Europe.
There are more than 1,330,000 companies in Spain.

0

Gen Z
Millenials

«84% of the CEOs describe the need to
improve the employee’s experience as an
“important” or “very important” topic».

Offering a coffee service is
no longer enough. Consumer
trends have evolved towards
healthy food and this repeats
itself in the labour sphere.
Natural, non-processed and
sustainable products are
essential to complete any
quality Office Coffee Service.
This trend is going to spiral
up over the coming years, as
the new generations are the
most critical when asking their
companies for healthy products.

Xennials
Gen X
Boomers

‘‘ Request healthy products in their company ’’

59%
68%
77%
80%
79%

% of whom agree
100

62
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Zummo

Z14 Nature Contactless Inox

Zummo

Z14 Nature Contactless Inox

THE EASIEST WAY
TO DRINK JUICE

z14 nATURE
16kg contactless INOX
16

Fruits per minute

16 kg

Basket capacity*

18 l

Container capacity

EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM

EASY CLEAN

AUTOMATIC FILTER

Available colours

¹
BPA SAFE

Consumption

Type of fruits

Available kits
M

L

*16 kg basket as standard

¹Stainless steel containers or chutes

TECHNICAL FEATURES

64

230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz. 110 V - 60 Hz.

Motor

Single phase 0,33 CV

Consumption

275 W

Weight

60,5 kg

Fruits per minute

16

Bin capacity

18 l (2 x 9 l)

Diameter of fruit

55-75 mm / 70-90 mm

Dimensions

892 (h) x 478 (w) x 485 (d) mm

Safety

Blocking sensors

Programmer

Yes

Basket capacity

16 kg

Filter

Automatic

Payment system

Yes

¹Only compatible with stainless steel containers or chutes with elevation kit

¹Self Service
Special product upon request

Voltage
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Zummo

66

Juice Corner

Zummo

Juice Corner
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Retail

Zummo

retail
Modular units designed to cover the natural juice demand in
superstores. The Zummo Retail range includes juicers, cabinets,
dispensers and specialised accessories that can be combined to offer
the most adequate solution for every space. Juice extraction efficiency,
intuitive use and simple maintenance. These are the key points that
make Zummo Retail the best option to make your business grow.
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Retail

Z14 Nature Self Service Cabinet Slim

Retail

Z14 Nature Self Service Cabinet Slim

GREAT AUTONOMY IN
THE MINIMUM SPACE

z14 nATURE
self service cabinet slim

16

Fruits per minute

9 kg

Basket capacity

EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM

EASY CLEAN

Bag

SELF SERVICE

BPA SAFE

Container capacity
AUTOMATIC FILTER

Consumption

Type of fruit

Available kits
M

L

72

Voltage

230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz. 120 V - 60 Hz.

Motor

Single Phase 0,33 CV

Energy consumption

275 W

Weight

101,6 kg

Fruits per minute

16

Container capacity

Bag

Diameter of fruit

55-75 mm / 70-90 mm

Dimensions

1600 (h) x 500 (w) x 600 (d) mm

Protection

Blocking sensors

Basket capacity

9 kg

Programmer

Yes

Filter

Automatic

Gastronorm (G)

Yes

*Standard

*16 kg

*Tank

¹Fresh
* Optional

¹It has cooling equipment in the cabinet with tank

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Retail

Z14 Nature Self Service Cabinet Slim

Retail

Z14 Nature Self Service Cabinet Slim

To offer customers an extra service, it is no longer necessary to
have large spaces or make great investments. With the Z14 Retail
range any type of shop or business can add juice to their offer.
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Retail

Z40 Nature Adapt Cabinet Store

Retail

Z40 Nature Adapt Cabinet Store

MAXIMUM YIELD FOR
CONTINUOUS SERVICE

z40 nATURE
cabinet store

40

Fruits per minute

20 kg

Basket capacity

100 l

EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM

SELF SERVICE ADAPT

EASY CLEAN

EASYFILL

AUTOMATIC FILTER

BPA SAFE

Container capacity

Consumption

Type of fruit

Available l¡kits
S

M

L

XL

TECHNICAL FEATURES

76

Voltage

230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz. 110 V - 60 Hz.

Motor

Single phase 0,5 CV

Energy consumption

360 W — 2,4 W Stand by

Weight

122,5 kg

Fruits per minute

40

Bin capacity

100 l

Diameter of fruit

53-76 mm. Opc: 40-60 mm / 64-88 mm / 77-100 mm

Dimensions

980 (h) x 595 (w) x 550(d) mm

Safety

Blocking sensors

Basket capacity

20 kg

Programmer

Yes

Filter

Automatic

EasyFill

Yes

Self Service

Yes (Adapt)

Adapt Tray

*Gastronorm

*Tank
*Optional
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Retail

Zummo+HMY

Retail

Zummo+HMY

With the modular corners, different pieces can
be combined to achieve a totally personalised
unit. Combining juice extraction, bottlerack and storage modules offers endless
possibilities that will adapt to each customer’s
specific needs, to create their ideal solution.

We collaborate with HMY in our new projects.
The HMY Group are leaders in engineering,
manufacturing and assembly of furniture
for retail, and experts in offering integrated
solutions for brands and retailers.
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Retail

Z40 Nature Multifruit Range

MULTIFRUIT

82

Retail

Z40 Nature Multifruit Range

With the Multifruit range, Zummo adapts its original Z40 Nature Adapt to juice
pomegranates, limes, tangerines and lemons, as well as oranges, adapting to the
characteristics of each fruit to obtain maximum yield. The Multifruit range is a novel
solution, designed to extend the juice offer, obtaining maximum return on investment
from each one of them.
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Zummo

They place their trust in Zummo

João Silva
São Paulo (Brazil)

«Competition has intensified.
Customers are no longer loyal to their
local fruit shops, which is what used to
happen; they are now taken away by
those proposals that afford them an
added value, a user experience. That is
why I decided to rent a Z06 juicer for my
shop. Customers love coming, selecting
the fruit, citrus fruit or pomegranates
themselves, and making instant juice.
They even come from all over the
city! The truth is that I am so satisfied
with the results that I am considering
installing another Zummo juicer».
Fruit Seller
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Zummo

Vending Nature

VENDING
NATURE

Zummo

Vending Nature

“The tendency in trade is to automate
sales processes, and thus save costs,
personnel and time.Vending has
become one of the most lucrative
and fast-growing commercial activity
worldwide over the last few years.
It is an ingenious way of harnessing
resources, which can provide an
additional source of income or become
your main economic activity”.

The 5 vending keys:
1.Time. Once your Zummo Vending network has been
implemented, the time investment is minimal. Estimated: For
every 100 machines, just 30 weekly working hours are required,
approximately.
2.Open 24h. Generation of income day and night, 365 days a
year, with no social security, benefits or staff costs.
3.Investment. The overheads and maintenance costs of the
Zummo Vending model are low, which affords a return on
investment in a very short time, quickly increasing the capital.
4.Juice. As juice is an impulse product, the model becomes a
highly profitable business.
5.Vending. This sales model is increasingly more implemented.
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Vending Nature

ZV25 Nature

Vending Nature

VENDING’S MOST
COMPACT SOLUTION

zv25 nATURE
14

ZV25 Nature

Fruits per minute
EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC FILTER

25 kg

Basket capacity

30 l

Container capacity

Consumption

EASY CLEAN

BPA SAFE

Type of fruit

Available kits
M

L

88

Voltage

230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz, 110 V - 60 Hz.

Energy consumption

700 W

Autonomy

50-55 services

Service time

21 seconds (according to configuration)

Coolant

R134A

Weight

225 kg

Feeder

25 kg of fruit

Disposable cup dispenser

115 units for Ø 70-71 cups, from 150 cc to 220 cc

Diameter of fruit

Ø 55-75 mm Opt: 70-90 mm

Dimensions

1845 (h) x 680(w) x 780 (d) mm

Safety

Blocking sensors

Max. water intake pressure

6 bar

Squeezer

Z14

Special product upon request

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Vending Nature

ZV25 Nature

Vending Nature

ZV25 Nature

The ZV25 is Zummo Vending’s most compact
solution in terms of dimensions, and the largest
in features. Its small size makes it ideal to be
installed in offices, shops or businesses.
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Vending Nature

Z10 Nature

Vending Nature

THE BEST OPTION TO
RESPOND TO LARGE DEMANDS

z10 nATURE
10

Fruits per minute

45 kg

Basket capacity

55 l

Container capacity

Z10 Nature

EFFICIENT VERTICAL SYSTEM

Consumption

AUTOMATIC FILTER

EASY CLEAN

BPA SAFE

Type of fruit

Available kits
S

M

L
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Voltage

230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz, 110 V - 60 Hz.

Energy consumption

1400 W

Autonomy

100-110 services

Service time

21 seconds (according to configuration)

Coolant

R134A

Weight

298 kg

Feeder

45-50 kg of fruit

Disposable cup dispenser

140 units for Ø 70-71 cups, from 150 cc to 220 cc

Diameter of fruit

Ø 55-75 mm Opt: 70-90 mm

Dimensions

1830 (h) x 1000(w) x 680 (d) mm

Safety

Blocking sensors

Max. water intake pressure

6 bar

Squeezer

Z06

Special product upon request

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Vending Nature

Z10 Nature

Vending Nature

Z10 Nature

The Z10 model, which is larger in size and
capacity, is the best option to respond to large
demands. Ideal for places where there is a large
influx of visitors, such as shopping centres,
airports, stations, hospitals or sports facilities.
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Zummo Kiosk

ZK

zummo
kiosk

Zummo Kiosk

ZK

The Zummo Kiosk business model
has an original and appealing design
that draws the public’s attention to
the point of sale. It can be customised
according to the needs of the brand,
space or setting. Its 360º vision affords
great versatility in any space. A portable
business in a very small space.

“The fastest and simplest way of
opening a profitable business that
can be adapted to any space.”
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Zummo Kiosk

ZK

Zummo Kiosk

ZK

zk KIOSk

CUSTOMISE YOUR KIOSK
Do you want to convert your Zummo
Kiosk into an exclusive point of sale? With
the Zummo customisation service, it is
possible. A specialised team will advise you
to find the Kiosk that adapts best to your
business, assuming responsibility for all the
production details. You will obtain a unique,
more recognisable Kiosk that will generate
the greatest possible visual impact, which
translates into greater profitability for your
business. What are you waiting for? Consult us!

Weight
Size-closed
Size-open
Opening
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300 kg
2655 (h) x Ø 2240 mm
3445 (h) x Ø 2240 mm
790 mm
* Check customization possibilities
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Kiosco Zummo

ZK

360º business vision

Possibilities of customising interiors. Consult conditions.
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Zummo Kiosk

After-Sale, Maintenance and Warranties
ZK

after-sale,
maintenance
and warranties

Zummo

After-Sale, Maintenance and Warranties

How do we manage possible incidents?
If an incident occurs, it will be scheduled to be solved within 24 hours at the latest
following receipt.
How do we manage the delivery of spares?
When a customer needs spares, he will request them directly from Zummo. Spares
requested before 12 o’clock (local time in Spain) will be sent the same day, unless the
quantities are considerable which would lead to stock out, in which case, they will be
informed of the delivery time.
Warranty
Zummo offers a 3-year warranty extendable
to 5 for its juicers. This extension is
achieved by adhering to the Zummo
preventive* maintenance plan.
*Consult with Zummo

The quality of the Zummo products
is complemented with the after-sale,
maintenance and warranty services, both from
Zummo headquarters and from the official
dealers and authorised technical
services worldwide.
1. Installation and training in shops

3.Extensive customer support hours

Specialised staff will install the machine in
the establishment, leaving it up and ready to
operate.

At Zummo we are perfectly aware of the long
opening hours of commercial establishments,
so we adapt our after-sale service to your
needs:

During the installation, the operators will
receive training in the daily tasks to be carried
out: assembly, dismantling and cleaning.
2. Technical training
Zummo will offer technical training that adapts
to the machine operators, so that they will be
able to solve small incidents and thus gain

a). Call Center: according to our statistics, 85%
of the incidents can be solved by telephone.
That is why Zummo has qualified technical
staff who attend to the Call Centre, from
Monday to Friday, from 8 am to 10 pm nonstop.
b). Extensive support: you will always find
technical staff on duty at weekends, thus
guaranteeing the service 6 days a week.

in autonomy.
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Zummo

Accesories

ACCESories
for your
squeezer

Zummo

Accesories

Z06 ACCESSORIES
Container

Inox containers

Inox chutes

Ref. 0508039-1
Ref. 0508039-2
3
Ref. 0508039-3
4
Ref. 0508039-4

Ref. 0508040

Ref. 0509B00B

· Suitable for all Z06
Nature models
· Capacity: 22 l

· Suitable for all Z06
Nature models
· Capacity: 22 l

· Suitable for Z06 Nature models
· Stainless steel

Peel collection box

Cabinet G Slim

Small cup kit

Ref. 0509001-N

Ref. MDC06-N

Ref. 0505026

· Capacity: 39 l
· Weight: 15 kg
· 276 (h) x 508 (w) x 435 (d) mm
· Stainless steel

· Weight: 34,5 kg
· 780 (h) x 500 (w) x 600 (d) mm
· Waste tank: bag
· Gastronorm tray + lid

· Suitable for all Z06
Nature models
· It squeezes Ø 45/60 mm fruit
· Comprised of: 2 small balls
+ 2 small cups

1

2

1

2

3

4

Z1 ACCESSORIES
Container

Large cup kit

Basket

Ref. 1903008A-1
2
Ref. 1903008A-2
3
Ref. 1903008A-3
4
Ref. 1903008A-4

Ref. 1908020

Ref. 1902016

· Ø 65/90 mm
· Comprised of: 1 large ball + 1
large cup + 1 elastic supplement
+ 1 Ø 90 mm calibrator

· It enables storage of up to
2.5 kg fruit

1

1

2

3

4

· Capacity: 9 l
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Zummo

Accesories

Z14 ACCESORIES

Zummo

Accesories

Z14 ACCESORIES

Self Service tap tray

Z14 Complete tank

Hopper kit for 16 kg fruit

Elevation kit with chutes

Elevation kit with containers

Cabinet G Slim

Ref. 1405034A-1

Ref. 1408056A-5

Ref. 1403026A-1

Ref. 1408049

Ref. 1408050

Ref. MDCESP14-N

· Capacity for 16 kg fruit
· Kit comprised of hopper, hopper
track and basket
· Available basket without lid
· Lid available separately

· Suitable for Z14 Nature models
· Stainless steel
· Elevation: 45 mm

· Suitable for Z14 Nature models
· Stainless steel
· Elevation: 45 mm

· Suitable for models Z14 Nature
and Z14 Nature Self Service
· 780 (h) x 500(w) x 600 (d) mm
· Weight: 34 kg
· Gastronorm tray + lid

· Suitable for all Z14 Nature
models
· Includes: dispenser tap
· Bottle support (Ref.210841)

· Suitable for all Z14 Nature
models
· Capacity: 4 l
· 280 (h) x 254 (w) x 349 (d) mm

Containers

Inox chutes

Inox containers

Cabinet Fresh

Cabinet Fresh Plus

Ref. 1408042-1
Ref. 1408042-2
3
Ref. 1408042-3
4
Ref. 1408042-4

Ref. 1408044

Ref. 1408043

Ref. MF14-N

Ref. MFP14-N

· Suitable for Z14 Nature models
· Stainless steel

· Suitable for models Z14 Nature
and Z14 Nature Self Service
· 355 (h) x 296 (w) x 107 (d) mm
· Capacity: 18 l
· Stainless steel

· Suitable for model Z14 Fresh
· 890 (h) x 650 (w) x 530 (d) mm
· Weight: 53,1 kg
· Cooling equipment

· Suitable for model Z14 Fresh
· 890 (h) x 840 (w) x 530 (d) mm
· Weight: 60,8 kg
· Cooling equipment

1

2

1

2

3

4

· Suitable for all Z14 Nature
models
· Capacity: 14 l
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Zummo

Accesories

Z40 ACCESORIES

Zummo

Accesories

Z40 ACCESORIES

Large juice extraction kit

Extra-large juice extraction kit

Ref. 210536

Ref. 210537

· Ø 64/88 mm
· Comprised of: 2 large balls+ 2
large cups + 1 separator

· Ø 77/100 mm
· Comprised of: 2 extra-large
balls+ 2 extra-large cups + 1
separator

Juice extraction kit S

Cabinet Plus G

Cabinet Store

Ref. 210332A

Ref. MDPC40 2.0

Ref. MMP40

· Ø 40/60 mm
· Comprised of: 2 S balls+ 2 S
cups+ S ring + Funnel + D80 blade

· Suitable for Z40 Nature Adapt
· 780 (h) x 800 (w) x 600 (d) mm
· Weight: 46,5 kg
· Gastronorm tray + lid

· Suitable for Z40 Nature Adapt
· 780 (h) x 800 (w) x 600 (d) mm
· Weight: 52 kg
· EasyFill

GENERAL ACCESORIES

Inox chutes

Complete tank

Adapt tray

Ref. 210932

Ref. 210816D-5

Ref. 210561C-1

Forex adhesive for cabinet

Bottle rack cabinet
Ref. MB-N50

NEW

· Suitable for Z40 Nature model
· Stainless steel
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· 7,6 l tank
· Dispenser tap
· Includes: 1 dispenser tap, 1
manual stirrer, tank support, t
ank lid, transparent plastic tank

· Suitable for Z40 Nature Adapt
· Dispensing tap
· Continous mode
· Bottle support not included
(Ref. 210842)

Cleaning kit

Ref. Ask for details

Ref. Ask for details

· Two positions: Flat and sloping
· 1850 (h) x 500 (w) x 600 (d)mm
· Weight: 43 kg

NEW

· Forex adhesive for Cabinet
· Several designs available
· Cabinet not included

NEW

· Specific cleaning kit for
Z14 N, Z40 N, Z10 and ZV25
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Zummo

Accesories

Zummo

Payback calculator
for Z14 Nature

Payback

Z14 NATURE
4.090,00€

GENERAL ACCESORIES
Bottles

Glass bottles

Bottle rack

Optional label

Optional label

Ref. 0316004-N

DISPOSABLE CUPS
PER KG
2,6 disposable cups

€/KG
· Volume: 0,25, 0,5 l or 1 l
· Material: Plastic
· Screw top with safety seal

· Volume: 0,25, 0,5 l or 1 l
· Material: Glass
· Ask for details

0,50€
· Suitable for all cabinets*
· 755 (h) x 345 (w) x 600 (d) mm
· Weight: 7,1 kg

* The bottle rack is not available for Fresh models

Disposable plastic cups

Disposable paperboard cup

Ref. Ask for details

Ref. Ask for details

INCOME PER
MONTH
3.750€ Month
50 disposable cups
per day

RRP PER
DISPOSABLE CUP
2,50€

*Ask for details

€

*Ask for details

COST OF FRUIT
PER MONTH

Example of payback with
Z14 Nature 2020 RRP list

288€

AMORTISATION
40 days
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Zummo

Summary table

Zummo

Summary table

Summary table

Z1 Nature

Z06 Nature

Z06 Nature
Inox

Z06 Nature
Compact

4 mm

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tank

-

-

-

Tap

-

-

Gastronorm

-

16 kg basket

Dimensions

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

678 x 339
x 387 mm

811 x 548
x 431 mm

811 x 500
x 431 mm

1086 x 508
x 444 mm

822 x 478
x 460 mm

822 x 478
x 460 mm

867 x 478
x 488 mm

892x478x
485 mm

980 x 598
x 545 mm

1 kg

1,5 kg

1.5 kg

1.5 kg

9 kg

9 kg

9 kg

9 kg

20 kg

Weight

29.5 kg

52.5 kg

52.5 kg

62.5 kg

58.5 kg

58.5 kg

58.5 kg

60.5 kg

81.5 kg

Height

167 mm

179 mm

179 mm

198 mm

180 mm

186 mm

170 mm

180/ 186 /170 mm

160 mm

9l

2 x 11 l

2 x 11 l /
Counter Top

39 l

2x7l

2x9l/
Counter Top

2x9l

2x7l

2 x 15 l /
Counter Top

Protection

Basket capcity/Feeder

Peel container capacity

Consumption

Fruits per minute

Fruit size

REFERENCE
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Z14 Nature
Adapt

Z14 Nature Inox
Self Service

Filter

G

Z14 Nature
Contactless Inox

Z14 Nature
Inox

MODEL

Z14 Nature

3 mm
Self cleaning

165 W
stand by 1.8 W

275 W

275 W

275 W

275 W

275 W

275 W

275 W

360 W
stand by 2.4 W

6.5

10

10

10

16

16

16

16

40

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 45-90 mm

Ø 45-90 mm

Ø 45-90 mm

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 40-100 mm

ZI06x-N

CP06x-N

Z06x-NGP
Z14x-NBR
Z14x-NOR
Z14x-NBE

ZI14x-N

ZIG14x-N

*ZI14A16TA-N-PNT

ZT40xPA-N

Z1x-NGP
Z1x-NBR
Z1x-NOR
Z1x-NBE

Z06x-NGP
Z06x-NBR
Z06x-NOR
Z06x-NBE
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Summary table

Zummo

Summary table

Summary table

MODEL

Z14 Nature
Fresh Cabinet

Z14 Nature Fresh
Cabinet Plus 16

Z40 Nature Adapt
Cabinet Plus G

Z40 Nature Adapt
Cabinet Store

Z40 Nature Adapt
Service Cabinet Plus

ZV25 Nature

Z10 Nature

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

3 mm
Self cleaning

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tank

-

-

7l

7l

-

-

Yes

-

-

Tap

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

Gastronorm

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16 kg basket

-

-

-

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Dimensions

1600 x 500
x 600 mm

1600 x 500
x 600 mm

1785 x 650
x 530 mm

1855 x 840
x 530 mm

1762 x 800
x 600 mm

1762 x 800
x 600 mm

1762 x 800
x 600 mm

1845x680
x780 mm

1830x1000
x680 mm

9 kg

9 kg

9 kg

16 kg

20 kg

20 kg

20 kg

25 kg

45-50 kg

Weight

90.7 kg

101.6 kg

109.5 kg

116.5 kg

122.5 kg

122.5 kg

122.5 kg

225 kg

300 kg

Height

269 mm / 190 mm

269 mm / 190 mm

160 mm / 200 mm /
240mm

160 mm / 200 mm /
240mm

168 mm / 268 mm

238 mm

200 mm / 240 mm /
280 mm

-

-

Bag

Bag

Bag

2 x 50 l

2 x 55 l

2 x 50 l

2 x 55 l

30

55

275 W

275 W

275 + 450=
725 W

275 + 450=
725 W

360 W
stand by 2.4 W

360 W
stand by 2.4 W

360 W
stand by 2.4 W

706 W

4,5 KW

16

16

16

16

40

40

40

14

10

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 40-100 mm

Ø 40-100 mm

Ø 40-100 mm

Ø 55-90 mm

Ø 45-90 mm

CC14x-N50

CGC14x16-N50

CF14x-N65

CF14x16-N84

CTC40xPA-N80

CM40xPA-N80

CS40xPA-N80

ZV25x-N

Z10x-N

Protection

Basket capacity

Peel container capacity

Consumption
Fruit per minute

Fruit size

REFERENCE
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Z14 Nature SS
Cabinet G Slim 16

3 mm
Self cleaning

Filter

G

Z14 Nature
Cabinet G Slim
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—We are aware that our image is determined by the quality of
our products and services, and therefore by the human team
behind them. The effort, development and innovation of our
machines are certified by the approvals we have achieved; all of
them have EC certification. The other certifications are available
according to models. These approvals enable us to market the
Zummo machines in the main markets. Zummo has developed
an Integrated Quality Management System to design automatic
citrus fruit juicing machines, certified in terms of quality, by TÜV
NORD according to ISO 9001.
Notice
All the characteristics and technical specifications are based on
available information at the time of printing this catalogue, and
they may be modified without prior notice, in agreement with
market circumstances, technological innovations and/or any
other factor, without incurring any type of responsibility. The
content of this catalogue (structure, texts, documents, images,
etc.) is the property of ZUMMO INNOVACIONES MECANICAS
S.A. and is protected by the intellectual property rights. The
reproduction, dissemination, copy, manipulation or use of the
content of this catalogue, either totally or partially, for any
commercial or public purpose without the written consent
and permission from ZUMMO INNOVACIONES MECANICAS
S.A. is absolutely forbidden. Unauthorised use of this content
may infringe the intellectual property, industrial property laws,
personal rights, publicity and communication rights, the law on
competition, and other regulations. ZUMMO INNOVACIONES
MECANICAS S.A. declines any responsibility derived from these
possible unauthorised uses.
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